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BVLGARI Launched Brand New Colored Stone Wrist Watch  

As Bvlgari the top jewelry brand has launched its business into the area of watch making, this article is
about to introduce two of its watch products which combine nature, jewelry and watch but you may need 
www.safetykn95.com www.safetykn95.com/categories-4-c0-KN95.html                      

Inherited the glory from its jewelry, Bvlgari Astrale colored gemstone wrist watch gives each gem an
excellent showing arena by the application of visual effect of colored gem art, skilled cut crafts and prong
setting plus the featured selection of colored gemstone with rich and plumper gem following the concept
of palette. Each gemstone in the little howcase?reflects and blends with each other to outline the glory
effect like Milk Way.Golden and white gold materials embellished with various diamonds have been
introduced one by one, which have gained much favorite of the public. The launch of the rose gold style
which can add more warm beauty to the wearer cares for the preference of the oriental female
perfectly.Ultimate incarnationThe word Astrale refers to those outstanding and untouchable charm
hanging on the sky, which related closely with the watch and jewelry making crafts of Bvlgari, the two
connected with each other closely. Human beings has been fascinated with the beauty of stars and
eternal alternating day and night, tried constantly to uncover the mystery of stars and kept thinking about
meanings of cycles of season and sky since the creation of the world.It was the eager to figure out the
relationship between human beings and the universe that stirred the birth of astronomy which
represented star rules in ancient Greek. Theory which had research on the astronomical phenomena
was considered as the oldest scientific origin. It gained huge development in the Mediterranean area and
was transmitted to Rome, where the origin of Bvlgari resided deeply. The Arabis world was attracted by
beauty of the mysterious universe as well at the same time. By experiencing several centuries, strong
and in-depth desire to exploit and discuss the universe inspired thousands of works of designers, artists,
poets and writers.The shining Astrale wrist watchThe two brand new Astrale was made with diamond
concentric case and rose or white gold base around which shining colored gemstones are embellished
to form the shape of Milk Way. The 66 bright-cut diamonds shines indulged on the structure center of the
three concentric circles, carious precious stones such as topaz, citrine, garnet, tourmaline, olivine,
amethyst and so on are all dotted and manifested in egg, heart-shaped, bright, pear shaped and so on to
manifest various magnificent luster of the sky. The creative design and elegant satin strap reflect each
other to provide perfect background for the gems, which looks like some stars dotted playfully the deep
night sky. Gems are closely around the pearl dial to become the gorgeous stage of the hour and minute
hands of the Calibre B033 quartz movement. Combination of different texture and visual adjustment
bring Astrale profound and brightky?to highlight the meaning of the ultimate creation.
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